DETAIL SPECIFICATION SHEET

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE, ELECTRICAL, JAM NUT MOUNTING, CRIMP TYPE, BAYONET COUPLING, SERIES II

MS27481F, dated 12 July 2002, is hereby canceled. MS27474, “Connector, Receptacle, Electrical, Jam Nut Mounting, Crimp Type, Bayonet Coupling, Series II” supersedes MS27481.

CAUTION: The supersession information is valid as of the date of this notice and may be superseded by subsequent revisions of the superseding document.

(Copies of these documents are available online at https://assist.dla.mil/quicksearch/ or from Standardization Document Order Desk, 700 Robbins Avenue, Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094.)

Custodians: Preparing activity:
Army – CR DLA – CC
Navy – AS (Project 5935-2012-222)
Air Force – 85
DLA – CC

Review activities:
Army – AR, MI
Navy – EC, MC, OS
Air Force – 19, 99
DLA – IS

NOTE: The activities listed above were interested in this document as of the date of this document. Since organizations and responsibilities can change, you should verify the currency of the information above using the ASSIST Online database at https://assist.dla.mil.
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